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OTHE R MULT IVARIATE TE CHNIQUES

Other Multivariate Techniques

VII.A. HOW CAN I CREATE A
CONTINUUM ON WHICH TO MEASURE
RESPONDENTS AND STIMULI?
In my current research, I propose that an attitude can serve for
the individual and for the object appraisal. Therefore, if we
consider the self and an object as two poles, how can we place
an individual’s attitude toward the object on a continuum between these two poles?
Specifically, I would like to know a way to place an object
on a continuum between two different poles. Thus, I need a
way to compute a distance from both poles. Multidimensional
scaling allows computing distances between objects. I would
like to put several objects on a continuum. In my research, I
assume that attitude toward an object can serve for an individual himself or herself (e.g., by preserving internal consistency) or for managing relationships with others (e.g., by
preserving accordance). Therefore, I would like to get a self–
others continuum on which several people’s attitudes toward
an object could be placed. For instance, attitude toward a
“green” product can be more or less personal or social depending on the respondent. (In fact, my concern is more elaborate because I need to take three poles into account, but I
think that the problem is the same, with three continua.)

Editor: It is always comforting to learn that you are thinking
along the lines of great thinkers; the method you are seeking is
one of ‘unfolding’under the rubric of unidimensional scaling,
á la Coombs, Thurstone, and so on, or preference modeling in
multidimensional scaling (Carroll & Arabie, 1980; Coombs,
1964, pp. 80–180; Davison, 1983, pp. 152–188; DeSarbo,
Young, & Rangaswamy, 1997; Green, Carmone, & Smith,
1989, pp. 90–99; McIver & Carmines, 1981, pp. 72–78;
Torgerson, 1958, pp. 403–417; also see Andrich & Styles,
1998). If you have perceptual data that distinguish between
stimuli on some quality, and you have preference data that indicate a participant’s degree of attachment to each of those
stimuli, you can place that individual on the same perceptual
space that represents the similarity among the stimuli.
Imagine a horizontally drawn 9-point scale ranging from 1
(liberal) to 9 (conservative), along which there are statements
about various political and current events issues. Perhaps their
placement has been determined by obtaining the means from
some sample that had been asked to evaluate the liberalness or

conservativeness of each issue, with the resulting scale
ranging from, for example, 1.7 (pro-privacy) to 8.2 (anti-gun
control), and so on. In a variety of manners, you elicit information from your participant as to where he or she falls along the
continuum (usually something like, “To what extent do you
agree with this issue?” for each issue). Say the respondent is
somewhat conservative and is placed around 6.3 on the scale.
Then, you can imagine folding up this 1 through 9 scale at the
6.3 mark, until the left of the scale and the right of the scale look
like a lopsided V, and keep folding until they are eventually
both vertical. Then, the respondent is at the bottom of the vertically folded scale, and the anti-gun control statement is 1.9 (=
8.2 – 6.3) units above the respondent, and the pro-privacy
statement is 4.6 (= 6.3 – 1.7) units above the respondent (or 2.7
= 4.6 – 1.9 units above the anti-gun statement). The distance
from the respondent represents the extent to which he or she
agrees with the political issue.
There is no particular magic in the metaphor of the folding
or unfolding (we could have measured those distances while
the data laid along the horizontal continuum), and indeed,
there is not much to be leveraged from the image of folding or
unfolding when generalizing to multiple dimensions. Even
while striving toward goals like parsimony, we tend to believe
that more dimensions will help us understand consumer preferences better than fewer dimensions, and so the implementation of multidimensional scaling (MDS) vastly dominates that
of unidimensional scaling. In MDS, you are simply looking to
fit the stimuli into a perceptual map and the respondents onto
the same space as an overlay to represent their preferences,
usually as ideal points. (In consumer behavior, we are often
working with actual preferences, but these models work just as
well in scenarios like that previously mentioned or that raised
in the question regarding the alignment of a respondent with a
set of attitudinal statements.) If you are comfortable with
MDS, as the question suggests, and you could obtain such a solution, a unidimensional continuum could easily be derived,
from projecting the stimuli onto any of the dimensions, or
some other theoretically meaningful orientation in space.
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VII.B. HOW DO I CHOOSE THE OPTIMAL
NUMBER OF CLUSTERS IN
CLUSTER ANALYSIS?
I have used k-means clustering in an application of benefit
segmentation. Although I am most satisfied with the technique, I still find it very hard to decide on the number of clusters to retain. I checked my clusters on external variables
(sociodemographics) but still felt that this was not the ideal
solution. Could you recommend a test or a technique that
would be useful to determine the ideal number of clusters? (I
use Statistical Procedures for the Social Sciences.)
The following is a related question from another researcher: When performing cluster analysis (e.g., in market
segmentation), the marketing analyst is faced with the problem of deciding on an appropriate number of clusters to be
discovered in a data set. To support this decision, several
heuristics have been proposed so far. However, most of them
are purely statistically motivated. Are there any information
measures that combine statistics with soft facts like managerial appropriateness of cluster solutions?

Professor Phipps Arabie
Rutgers University
It is unlikely that a general, analytic solution will ever be
found for the right number of clusters for most empirical data
sets. The best analytic work on the topic is nicely summarized
by Milligan (1996, pp. 361–365), along with a lot of other
practical and useful information on clustering.
Concerning the specific use of clustering in market segmentation, Arabie and Hubert (1994) stated that
An alternative, solution by fiat, is suggested by de Kluyver
and Whitlark (1986, p. 280), who note that “To be managerially relevant, the number of clusters must be small enough to
allow complete strategy development. At the same time, each
cluster or segment should be large enough to warrant such
strategic attention and to be reachable, and defensible against
competitors.” (p. 177)
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Professor Laura Koehly
University of Iowa
Clustering methods attempt to divide a set of stimuli into categories such that those objects within a category are internally
cohesive or similar to one another, and different clusters of
objects are externally isolated or different from one another.
There are two primary classes of clustering techniques: hierarchical methods and nonhierarchical methods. Hierarchical
clustering methods investigate the stimulus structure at several different levels. Each cluster of objects displayed at some
level is wholly contained, or nested, within a single cluster at a
higher level. Nonhierarchical methods, however, do not impose a tree-like structure on the stimuli; rather, nonhierarchical methods partition the objects into a specified number
of cohesive clusters. Theoretical considerations may suggest
that one type of clustering technique is more appropriate for
your research context than another. However, using both
types of methods may help to clarify the solution. For an introduction to clustering methods and applications, refer to
Gordon (1981), Hartigan (1975), Jain and Dubes (1988), or
Sharma (1997).
For nonhierarchical clustering methods, two indexes can
be used to compare cluster solutions: (a) the pooled
within-cluster standard deviation and (b) the squared multiple correlation (R2). These indexes are used as heuristics;
inferential methods are lacking because the sampling distribution for these indexes are unknown. The pooled
within-cluster standard deviation is an index of cluster cohesion. A cohesive set of clusters will provide small
within-cluster standard deviations. Thus, in general, we aim
for a cluster solution in which the pooled within-cluster
standard deviation is relatively small, indicating cohesive,
homogeneous clusters. The R2 indicates the extent to which
clusters are different from each, or externally isolated. If it
is close to zero, it suggests that there is no difference between the clusters; however, an R2 close to one indicates
that a large proportion of the variation in our stimuli can be
explained by cluster membership, suggesting a maximal
difference between groups. The squared multiple correlation will necessarily increase as the number of clusters
increases; similarly, the pooled within-cluster standard de-
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viation will decrease as the number of clusters increases.
Therefore, when comparing cluster solutions we need to
evaluate whether the change in these indexes is significant.
Unfortunately, there are no inferential procedures to guide
us. Sharma (1997) suggested using plots, where the horizontal axis represents the number clusters in the solution
and the vertical axis represents the index. We use this plot
as we would a scree plot in factor analysis, where an elbow
indicates the best solution.
Nonhierarchical methods can be sensitive to the initial
configuration or starting clusters. To minimize this problem, a hierarchical clustering procedure can be employed
prior to using a nonhierarchical method. Based on the hierarchical clustering solution, we can decide on a particular
number of clusters and use the derived partition as the initial configuration in the nonhierarchical algorithm. Thus,
we can view the hierarchical and nonhierarchical methods
as complementary techniques that are used in conjunction
with each other to arrive at a solution. With hierarchical
procedures, in addition to the indexes mentioned earlier, the
semipartial correlation coefficient and agglomeration
schedule will provide some indication as to the best solution. The semipartial correlation can be viewed as an index
of “loss of cohesion.” As the number of clusters decreases,
the variance in our data explained by cluster membership
will decrease, indicating a loss of cohesion. The semipartial
correlation will indicate whether there is a significant loss
of information when two clusters are merged. The agglomeration schedule will also provide diagnostic information.
The agglomeration schedule indicates the distance between
mergers of clusters. Large distances in the agglomeration
schedule suggest that the merged clusters are dissimilar, indicating a lack of cohesion between the two sets of stimuli.
Another option is to use “Isodata” (Ball & Hall, 1964),
“Cluster” (Dubes & Jain, 1976), or “Groupals” (van Buuren
& Heiser, 1989), three nonhierarchical clustering programs
that find optimal solutions. Isodata will split a cluster if it has
an unusually large variance, and it will merge two clusters if
their cluster centroids are sufficiently close. Cluster finds and
reports the best partitions in 1 through K clusters, where the
clusters are not necessarily nested within each other. The advantage of Cluster is that it allows for easy comparisons
across clustering solutions when the number of partitions has
been changed. Groupals allocate stimuli into K clusters while
simultaneously obtaining an optimal scaling of the original
variables. Thus, the objects are optimally scaled into a lower
dimensional space (e.g., homogeneity analysis; Gifi, 1990)
and grouped into cohesive clusters based on their distances in
this spatial representation. The Groupals program allows for
measurements on the nominal, ordinal, or interval scales.
Ideally, theory will guide us as to the number of clusters
underlying our stimuli and the location of each stimulus
within a given cluster. Permutation tests can be used to compare a theoretical partitioning to an empirical cluster solution
(Hubert & Schultz, 1976), and discriminant analyses can be
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used to validate a given cluster structure. However, if the analysis is more exploratory in nature, a hierarchical clustering
method should be used in conjunction with nonhierarchical
methods. Initially, a hierarchical solution is obtained, and the
pooled within-cluster standard deviation, squared multiple
correlation, semipartial correlation, and agglomerative distance are used to decide on the number of clusters needed to
adequately explain the variability in the data. The K cluster
hierarchical clustering solution can then be used as the initial
configuration in a K-means clustering.
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Professors Eric Bradlow and
Wes Hutchinson
University of Pennsylvania
Determining the right number of clusters for k-means clustering is a classic problem and continues to be an active area of research published in journals such as Psychometrika and
Journal of Classification. Most statistical packages compute a
variety of statistics for each k-means solution and at a minimum report the between-cluster (i.e., explained) and
within-cluster (i.e., unexplained or error) variances. One of the
oldest approaches is to compute a pseudo F statistic from the
variances that compares a solution with k + 1 clusters to one
with k clusters. In his classic book, Hartigan (1975) recommended, as a rule of thumb, that this pseudo F be at least 10 if
an additional cluster is to be used. We believe that such rules of
thumb are useful—particularly if there is no theoretical or substantive reason to search for (or believe in) the right number of
clusters, but the researcher simply wants a standard criterion
that prevents reviewers from questioning the objectivity of the
decision. However, in most cases, k-means is used as an exploratory tool and not as a means of statistically testing hy-
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potheses or for confirming specific predictions. As such, there
is no universal rule for determining the number of clusters. It
depends on what the researcher learns from each analysis. One
noteworthy risk of using the pseudo F criterion is that k-means
frequently identifies outliers in the data by defining clusters
with only one or two observations. The incremental variance
accounted for by such clusters may be small, but it can be very
important to search for the cause of these anomalous observations and, in some cases, for deciding whether these observations should be removed from subsequent analyses. Milligan
(1980) reported the results of a very nice Monte Carlo study
that reveals the strengths and weaknesses of k-means clustering. A classic reference on marketing applications of cluster
analysis is Punj and Stewart (1983).
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VII.C. META-ANALYSIS
For a meta-analysis, how should one decide if the same independent variable was used in all studies? When one is studying
the effect of a drug, it is relatively easy (although, one could
have variants in the same class of drug when one compares two
classes of drugs). However, in consumer experiments, all the
experimenters may state that they manipulated the same construct, but they actually manipulated the construct in two different ways (e.g., physician courtesy toward patients, print vs.
video), and the type of manipulation produces differences in
the results. (One could hypothesize that video provides nonverbal cues so that it is a different and more effective manipulation of the construct). Also, experimenters may state that they
manipulated different constructs (e.g., “patient involvement
with treatment decisions” and “patient participation with
treatment decisions”; a distinction has been made between the
two in the literature), but the manipulations may be quite similar, and the effects of the manipulations of the two constructs
may also be quite similar. Finally, consider the case in which
one has two distinct constructs (“patient participation with
treatment decisions” and “physician courtesy toward patients”) that could be aspects of a meta-construct (“interpersonal quality of care”) and two distinct manipulations of each
of these constructs. When would it be reasonable to aggregate
the two sets of studies and claim that one is interested in examining the effects of the meta-construct?

Professor Donald Lehmann
Columbia University
One problem faced by meta-analysts is how tightly to define the
design variables used to explain variation in the dependent variable of interest (e.g., see Farley & Lehmann, 1986; Farley,
Lehmann, & Sawyer, 1995). For example, in an advertising
meta-analysis, advertising has been treated as aggregate Gross
Rating Points or at most by media type (e.g., TV, print), ignoring
the impact of specific media vehicles.
At least three concerns enter into the decision to use
broad definitions: (a) the limited number of observations
(which leads to aggregation to minimize the number of variables and increase the observations for each level of the
variable), (b) reporting standards that often make precise
definitions impossible and force the use of general definitions, and (c) the basic principle behind meta-analysis (i.e.,
the belief that there are generalizations possible and that
these occur across minor variations in variables). The effect
of aggregation is to increase the error term in meta-analysis.
Given that meta-analysis on aggregate (general) variables
often explains 40% to 50% of the variance, however, this
has not proven critical.
Of course, one can use more precise definitions, but then
sample sizes for the included levels decrease and confounding
(collinearity) among particular combinations tends to increase,
making estimation difficult. Added to the fact that precise definitions tend to be correlated with a number of variables not included in the design matrix (e.g., author training and identity),
interpretation of the variables’ coefficients is problematic.
Essentially, the decision to use broad definitions rests on
the prior belief about whether fine distinctions in variables
(or estimation method, measurement, etc.) matter. If one
takes the position that they do not (or at least that the fine
distinctions have less impact than the major variables in the
meta-analysis), then given the weak statistical power of
most meta-analyses, it is unlikely the hypothesis of no difference will be rejected. On the other hand, if someone is
convinced the distinctions matter, then they can code the
variables in greater detail and include them in the analysis.
Absent strong a priori reasons, however, it is probably
better (and certainly consistent with the spirit of meta-analysis that searches for generalizations) to assume (implicitly)
that fine distinctions are not crucial until and unless far
greater numbers of studies appear in a given area than are
currently available.
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Professor Lawrence Hedges
University of Chicago
The question raised was, generally, how to decide if two different studies are actually manipulating the same independent
variable. This fundamental question appears to be one of construct breadth—that is, it is equivalent to the question of how
broad a construct is desired. This is a fundamental question of
interpretation, to which there is no single right answer. It all
depends on how broad the conclusions you wish to make may
be (Hall, Rosenthal, Tickie-Degnen, & Mosteller, 1994; Matt
& Cook, 1994).
Individual primary research studies typically operationally define constructs rather narrowly, however broadly they
may be defined theoretically. Experiments using narrowly
defined constructs are therefore subject to the threat to construct validity that Cook and Campbell (1979) called
“mono-method bias.” That is, because the operationalization
of the construct in most primary studies is narrower than the
intended construct, causal effects may be due to irrelevant aspects of the operationalization, rather than to the intended
construct. Another way to put it is that experiments with narrow construct operations can only provide empirical evidence
about rather narrow versions of constructs. The usual interpretations involve broader construct definitions, but there is,
strictly speaking, no empirical warrant to generalize beyond
the particular narrow construct definition.
To belabor the point slightly, consider the example of stimulus sets (e.g., word lists or context in which a social response
is elicited) in experiments. Strictly speaking, the empirical results apply only to the stimulus sets used in the experiment. If
you really want to generalize to other stimuli (and you think
the stimulus set makes a difference), you should sample a set
of stimulus sets and make them a random effect in the experiment. This issue has, of course, been discussed extensively in
some areas of psychology (e.g., Herb Clarke’s, 1973, article
on the language as fixed-effects fallacy).
Meta-analyses have the potential to provide empirical evidence about broader construct definitions. To be sure,
meta-analyses can function perfectly well using narrow construct definitions. One of the important benefits of meta-analysis, however, is that it makes it possible to obtain empirical
evidence on broader construct definitions (by deciding that a
broader array of operations are acceptable as exemplifying of
the construct). By obtaining evidence on a broader construct,
the conclusions based on the empirical evidence are less subject to mono-operational bias.
Therefore, it is possible, for example, to see if patient participation and involvement has an effect on outcomes. It is
also possible to see how much variation in outcomes is likely
to be due to differences in the particular operationalization of
patient involvement used. If there is a great deal of variation
of results across operationalizations of the construct, then
generalizations must be stated conditionally. That is, one may
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be able to say that you get an effect of a particular type of patient involvement but not necessarily other types. If there is
relatively little variation in outcome across different operations, there is less need to state generalizations conditionally
(e.g., this particular type of patient involvement in decisions
seems to help vs. many varieties of patient involvement seems
to help and it does not matter which). By starting with an initially rather specific coding scheme to capture variation in
operationalizations (ideally one based on theory), the
meta-analyst preserves the option of using a narrower scheme
or a broader one if that is empirically justifiable.
For example, Devine and Cook (1983) investigated the effects of various kinds of psychoeducational interventions on
the post operative recovery of surgical patients. They coded
specific kinds of interventions (operationalizations of the
broad construct of psychoeducational care): breathing or
coughing exercises, counseling that patients should expect to
feel pain, and so on. They also coded who gave the care (doctors, nurses, others, etc.), the length of the treatment, and so
on. All of these aspects of the construct could have mattered
in the sense that some could have worked much better than
others. The meta-analysis showed, however, that there was
very little difference in treatment effect, regardless of which
operationalization was used—the treatment had a substantial
positive effect, shortening recovery time.
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Editor: Additional useful references on meta-analysis, including several by the modest Hedges and Lehmann follow.
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VII.D. COMBINING DATA ON
INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS,
NETWORKS AND DYADS
My methodological question concerns comparisons between group-level and individual-level observations in an
experimental (repeated measures) design. To give a bit of
context to the question, my research investigates (a) group
influences on the alternatives considered by individual
members for a group choice and (b) group influences on individual problem solving (e.g., sorting and categorization).
Collecting repeated observations from each participant allows one to make both within-subjects comparisons and between-subjects comparisons. Although collecting both
individual-level and group-level observations has precedent
in the group polarization literature (e.g., Laughlin & Earley,
1982; Stasser & Titus, 1985), I have not been satisfied with
the methods I have seen used to compare individual-level
and group-level observations.
At least three comparisons seem relevant:
1. Comparison of two individual-level observations (for
the same individual) in the absence of group interaction. For
example, two questions might be posed to the same individual: (a) Which alternatives from this set would you consider if
you were making a choice for yourself?, and (b) Which alternatives from this set would you consider if you were making a
choice affecting the entire group of which you are a member?
In this case, it seems fairly straightforward to compute difference scores or to use a traditional repeated measures design,
because there is no intervening group interaction.
2. Comparison of two individual-level observations (for
the same individual) before and after group interaction, as is
common in the group polarization literature. For between-subjects comparisons, it has been suggested quite correctly by Myers, DiCecco, and Lorch (1981) that the
performances of participants who have participated in a group

interaction cannot be validly compared with the performances
of individuals who have not participated ina group interaction.
Their solution is to create ‘pseudo groups’of individuals (averages of the individual scores) who have not participated in a
group interaction. Should this procedure be generalized to the
case in which repeated observations are collected from the
same individuals, as in Stasser and Titus (1985)? One major
drawback of this approach is the loss of power associated with
aggregating the individual observations for each group.
3. Comparison between one individual-level observation
and one group-level observation (in which the same individual
contributes to both observations). For example, an individual
might complete one problem-solving task individually and a
second (counterbalanced) problem-solving task as part of a
group. I would like to compare these observations using a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Am I limited
to using averages of individual scores for each group as one of
the repeated measures (with the second being the group score),
or can the ANOVA be structured to allow several individual
member observations to be compared with a single observation for each group? Again, the loss of power resulting from
aggregating individual observations is a crucial consideration.
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Editor: Research that compares group dynamics to individual processing is fascinating, but yes, a killer methodologically. Individual-level data can be compared cleanly, as per
your question. Group-level indexes (e.g., performance) can
also be compared cleanly, though the group serving as the unit
of analysis requires numbers of participants multiplied by
group size, which can be cumbersome (otherwise you confront the “reduced power” issue to which you refer when considering aggregating individual-level data to group-level
data). Some researchers certainly proceed with aggregate
functions (your pseudo groups), but this solution is not particularly satisfactory, given that it is not descriptive of the means
by which the data were obtained. Furthermore, a mean computed to describe a pseudo group will be more stable (smaller
standard error) than a single index obtained on a real group, so
although superficially it may seem that one is comparing apples to apples, statistically it may be fruit salad. Researchers
have also tried using dummy variables to represent group
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membership—this practice may work reasonably well if the
group sizes are fairly small and if much more information is
included in the model that represents the individual-level data
than the group-level data, otherwise one is simply creating
large multicollinearity problems.
A modeling approach that may interest you is called hierarchical linear models (HLM; cf. Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998).
These models are relatively new, but they are based on classic
approaches. The purpose of this class of models is to integrate
data at more than one level of observation or analysis. Much
of this work has been developed to assess educational systems, where the data contain measures on pupils within
schools and also schools within districts, for example (Bock,
1989; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992; Raudenbush & Willms,
1991). Essentially, they are fitting a mixed regression model,
with random and fixed effects.
For example, your individuals-within-groups-level
data would be modeled as (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992, pp.
208–209)
Yi = Xibi + ei
where Yi is an ni vector containing the scores on the dependent
variable for the ni individuals in Group i (i = 1 … k). Xi is the ni
× p matrix containing the p explanatory variables on each of
the ni individuals; bi is p × 1, the usual vector of regression parameters to be estimated, for Group i; and ei is the ni × 1 vector
of random errors for the individuals in that Group i.
The groups-level data would be expressed by treating the
betas in the previous model as a random variable to be modeled as a function of group-level characteristics:
b i = Xi*b*i + ei* ,

where the matrices Xi* , b*i , and ei* denote the analogs to the
independent variables matrix and the parameter estimates and
error vectors, respectively, for the group-level information. In
this manner, both levels, group and individual, are modeled
simultaneously.
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A related question follows: When researching a dyadic relationship, such as retailer–consumer, one sometimes wishes to
interview both sides of the dyad and use the dyad as the unit of
analysis. Using the dyad as the unit of analysis allows one to
test hypotheses regarding, for example, the effect of employee training programs or other store policies on customer
satisfaction. However, one will frequently have data in which
there are several hundred dyads, but one side of the dyad is in
common among many of the units. This can occur in contexts
such as parent–child (parent with multiple children), as well.
This condition reduces variability in the measures of one
side of the dyads and also may violate independence assumptions made in linear models. My question is, is this really a
matter for concern in regression or structural equation modeling, where one may be using constructs on one side of the
dyad as independent variables and constructs on the other side
as dependent variables? What are the concerns, if any, and is
there a solution?

Professor Laura Koehly
University of Iowa
The situation that you have described suggests a particular
form of cluster sampling in which an individual, or ego, is
sampled and then individuals, or alters, who are relationally
tied in some way to the ego are also sampled; thus, the alters
are nested within the ego. For example, one might gather data
on managers in a large organization and each manager’s clerical employees. Members of the clerical staff are tied to their
supervisors, the managers, through their work relations. Generally, this type of sampling design originates from research
questions that attempt to account for the social influence of
relationally tied individuals on respondents’attitudes, beliefs,
or behaviors.
There are several ways to think about these data. First, let
us assume that the egos are independent. Therefore, there is
no overlap among ego’s alters, and the egos are independently
randomly sampled. Therefore, the dependency between respondents exists only among the alters of a given ego. The issues that one should be sensitive to differ depending on which
side of the dyad is treated as the independent variable. If the
dependent variable is some attribute of the ego and the independent variables are attributes of the alters, then one’s
primary concerns are collinearity problems and model specification issues. If, however, the dependent variable is some attribute of the alters and the independent variable is an ego
attribute, then the independence assumption underlying most
statistical tests will be violated. This can lead to extremely erroneous results, where the parameters are significantly biased
or the null hypothesis is rejected at rates significantly lower
than the nominal level.
There are several approaches one could take with these type
of data. First, the multilevel modeling or HLM methodology
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would fit the framework defined in your question well. The
HLM approach will allow the investigator to pose hypotheses
about relations occurring at each level in a hierarchy of models
(e.g., among alters, among egos) and across levels (between
alters and egos). In this situation, the responses of the alters
would represent the Level 1 model and the egos’ responses
would determine our Level 2 model. The egos may represent a
random effect, depending on the sampling design. For a general introduction to HLM, see Bryk and Raudenbush (1992).
An application of multilevel modeling to social relations data
is discussed by Snijders, Spreen, and Zwaagstra (1995).
Another approach is the use of social influence models or
network autocorrelation models; Marsden and Friedkin
(1994) and Doreian (1989) provided a nice overview of social
influence models. Ideally, we have some measure of relational ties between actors; examples of relationships include
work-related communications, friendship relationships, and
advice-seeking relationships. These relational ties are then
converted into a weight matrix that represents a measure of interdependency among respondents. In the model specification, an individual’s influence on his or her colleagues is
weighted by the degree of dependency in the dyad as represented in the weight matrix. The advantage of social influence
models is that (a) the strength of the dependency between respondents can differ across dyads, and (b) dependencies between egos can easily be incorporated into the model. For
example, the managers and clerical staff sampling scenario
presented earlier would suggest that the managers are not independent given that they work in the same organization. This
dependency could easily be accounted for in a social influence model. Also, it is possible to model attributes of both
egos and alters as both the dependent variable and independent variables in a regressive–autoregressive model specification. For example, a manager’s efficiency is likely to be a
function of both their supervisor’s efficiency and the efficiency of the clerical staff with whom they work.
To summarize, yes, there are several concerns that we need
to be sensitive to when there are interdependencies among our
observations. These concerns vary depending on which side
of the dyad is treated as the dependent variable. The HLM approach will account for the clustered nature of the data by
modeling the alters as one level and the egos as another. Social influence models, however, provide a more general
model, where attributes of both the egos and the alters can be
represented as the dependent variable and as independent
variables in a regression–autoregression equation. Furthermore, dependencies among the egos can easily be accommodated in a social influence model.
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Editor: Snijders’s (University of Groningen) work is a nice
blend of the egocentric networks and the HLM to which Professor Koehly refers (e.g., Van Duijn, van Busschbach, &
Snijders, 1998). Snijders and Kenny (1998) used Kenny’s
social relation model to consider dyadic relations between
individuals who are nested in groups, such as members of a
family. The traditional HLM models integrate data at more
than one level of observation and analysis. Snijders and
Kenny noted that for studies of relational (e.g., dyadic) data,
the relational connection is the point of focus, so that in a
family setting, there are several possibly relevant units of
analysis: the family, each family member, and the dyadic exchanges among the family members. Thus, egocentric networks are even more complicated than HLMs given their
interdependencies. Snijders has also used these models to
examine longitudinal data, to track structural and membership changes in personal networks as people experience
such life events as the birth of the family’s first child, relocation, and retirement.
You may wish to consider investigating network models
and models for dyadic interactions (e.g., Iacobucci, 1996;
Iacobucci & Hopkins, 1992; Iacobucci & Wasserman, 1988;
Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982) and those for multiple informants
(e.g., Anderson & Narus, 1990).
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